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Abstract

Literature has shown that participation in physical activity is associated with a reduction in the incidence of certain cancers. Physical activity levels across the life course are low. Since cellular damage from an inactive lifestyle accumulates over time, promoting physical activity from childhood is fundamental for cancer prevention. To date, interventions to promote physical activity in children have been unsuccessful over the long term. Physical activity can be accrued through several domains including sport and active play. Research suggests that sport participation and not active play tracks from childhood to adulthood. Active play is easier to promote because it does not necessitate a certain level of skill or competency, and is enjoyable. The purpose of the present paper is to encourage more research into all areas of active play to increase population physical activity levels across the life course and thus aid in the prevention of specific cancers.
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**Introduction**

The purpose of the present paper is to encourage more research into all areas of active play (one domain of physical activity) to aid in the prevention of specific cancers. Before discussing active play *per se* we must firstly define physical activity and highlight its importance in the prevention of cancer.

**Physical activity and cancer prevention**

Physical activity is defined as any bodily movement produced by skeletal muscle that results in energy expenditure (Caspersen et al, 1985). Across the life course regular participation in physical activity may benefit psychological health by aiding in the reduction of anxiety and depression and contributing to the improvement of self-esteem (WHO, 2010). Moreover, physical activity benefits the health of young people and adults by aiding in the prevention of non-communicable disease and risk factors (Penedo & Dahn, 2005; Strong et al, 2005). Over 100 epidemiological studies have found that routine physical activity is associated with the reduction in incidence of some cancers (e.g. breast and lung; see reviews by Monninkhof et al, 2007 and Tardon et al, 2005) and The World Cancer Research Fund highlights physical activity as a key behaviour in the role of cancer prevention. There is strong evidence that being physically active reduces the risk of colon, breast, and endometrial cancers, and emerging evidence for a reduction in risk of prostate and lung cancers (Friedenreich, 2002; Im, 2003; Monninkhof et al, 2007; Tardon et al, 2005; Winzer et al, 2011; Wolin et al, 2009). For example, those who are physically active have about a 30-40% reduction in the risk of developing colon cancer, compared with inactive people (National Cancer Institute, 2015). Proposed mechanisms through which physical activity reduces the risk of these cancers include a reduction in inflammation, enhanced immunity, improved insulin profile, and
increased gut motility (CRUK, 2015; Moore et al, 2010; Wolin et al, 2009; Wu et al, 2013). Since cellular damage from an inactive lifestyle likely accumulates over time, promoting physical activity from an early age is fundamental for cancer prevention. The UK physical activity guidelines state: “All children and young people (aged 5-18 years) should participate in moderate-to-vigorous intensity activity for at least 60 minutes and up to several hours every day”; “Adults (19-64 years) should aim to be active daily. Over a week, physical activity should add up to at least 150 minutes of moderate intensity activity (https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/uk-physical-activity-guidelines).” However, population levels of physical activity across the life course are currently low. For example, a study reviewing activity levels in 122 countries reported that approximately a third (31.1%) of adults were physically inactive (defined as not meeting physical activity guidelines) and the proportion of 13 to 15 year olds not meeting recommendations was 80.3% (Hallal et al, 2012).

**Active play and sport participation across the life course**

Young people can accrue physical activity via several domains including exercise/sport, active travel, and of course through active play. For the purpose of this paper, play is defined as engagement in activity for enjoyment and recreation rather than for a serious or practical purpose. Active play is defined as play that yields levels of physical activity above that of a light intensity and can take two forms; free play (playgrounds etc.) and structured play (organised non-sport games). Research has shown that certain activity behaviours are more likely to track across the life course than others (Smith et al, 2014; Smith et al, 2015a; Smith et al, 2015b). For example, in a study of 6458 children, those who participated in sports at 10 years old were significantly more likely to participate in physical activity at age 42 (RR 1.10;
95% CI 1.01 to 1.19). However, active outdoor play at age 10 was not associated with participation in physical activity at age 42 (RR 0.99; 95% CI 0.91 to 1.07; Smith et al, 2015a). One possible explanation for the different associations of outdoor play and sports engagement is that, unlike participation in sport, outdoor play is considered a childhood behaviour; adults do not ‘play’ in the outdoor environment in the same way as do children. Children engage in outdoor play as a form of entertainment, rather than to achieve the health benefits conferred by being physically active. Whereas sports enjoyed in childhood may form lasting preferences that persist into adulthood, preferences for active outdoor play formed during childhood may fade as a child ages, as preferred and normative sources of entertainment shift away from “playing outside” to for example, playing video games. Alternatively, opportunities for play during adolescent and adulthood are likely to be fewer than during childhood. However, these hypotheses remain untested.

**Promotion of physical activity**

To date, interventions to promote physical activity in young people have been relatively unsuccessful, particularly over the long term (van Sluijs et al, 2007). Such interventions have mainly focussed on the school environment (Broekhuizen et al, 2014), which ignores the wider ecological influences acting on children’s behaviours, including their family and local environment. In addition, interventions often fail to reach those who achieve insufficient levels of physical activity, thereby potentially widening health inequalities among less active groups. Promoting sports participation in young people is difficult, owing to numerous barriers such as existing negative perceptions and low self-efficacy. As a result, innovative interventions to promote physical activity (e.g. through active play) are required urgently. Promoting active play is potentially easier than promoting sport because it does not
necessitate a certain level of skill or competency, and is an enjoyable form of physical activity.

**The outdoor environment and restraints on active play**

Literature suggests that in westernised countries outdoor play (often active play) is in decline. Between 1981 and 1997 a study carried out in the USA reported a 25% decrease in time spent playing in children aged 6 to 8 years (Hofferth et al, 2000). One suggestion is that parents’ fears of “stranger danger” may be limiting children’s opportunities for outdoor activities (play). Carver et al. (2008) suggests that there are multiple manifestations of “stranger danger”, for example unwelcome approaches by strangers, abductions, assaults, molestation or murder. McNeish & Roberts (1995) found that 60% of parents polled (n=1758) stated that they were very worried about their children playing out safely. Furthermore, Carver et al. (2008) found that with reference to their own childhood, parents believe that children now face increased risk, mainly from traffic and strangers. This worry may be caused by media reports and consequently parents may be reluctant to allow their children independence to play outside due to fear and social pressure. More research is needed in this area to inform interventions that promote greater independence in children to encourage higher levels of outdoor play. Moreover, active play interventions need to be developed to overcome this barrier to participation.

Carver et al. (2008) suggest that the physical outdoor environment is important for physical activity, particularly play, in young people for several reasons: (i) the time young people spend outdoors is correlated with physical activity levels (Cooper et al, 2010), (ii) “neighbourhoods” (one domain of the physical outdoor environment) provide opportunities for unstructured and more social physical activities (play), (iii) “neighbourhoods” provide
opportunities for inexpensive physical activities (play), and (iv) "neighbourhoods” are accessible to young people. To date, few activity interventions have utilised the neighbourhood environment. More research is needed to understand how to promote the use of neighbourhoods in order to engage residents in active play.

**Promotion of active play**

Interventions that target active play to increase levels of physical activity in young people have been successful in the short term (e.g. see Colabianchi et al, 2009; Farley et al, 2007). For example, Farley and colleagues (2007) carried out a study to evaluate the effect of providing a safe play space on the physical activity levels of inner city school children. The study found that when children were provided with a safe play space, a relative increase in their physical activity levels was observed. Colabianchi et al. (2009) examined physical activity levels at renovated compared to unrenovated school play grounds open for use outside of school hours. The study concluded that playground rennovations may have the potential to increase the number of children using playgrounds outside of school hours and may increase the proportion of children who are vigorously active. However, over the long term, effects are likely to decline and potentially disappear owing to changing activity preferences as children transition to adolescence and then adulthood. Novel ways in which to promote active play as an acceptable and preferable activity across the life course are required. Such interventions, if successful, could aid in the prevention of several cancers via an increase in physical activity levels. These interventions may be most effective if they are family-inclusive thus allowing children, adolescents, and adults to participate. Types of active play that are promoted should not only be child focussed but both child and adult focussed, such games may include, for example, laser quest, or capture the flag.
Promoting active play to increase physical activity across the life course may overcome various barriers to participation in physical activity, particularly in adults. A review by Trost et al. (2002) summarised the evidence relating to factors associated with physical activity in adults. Many variables have been found to be associated with physical activity, for example, obesity, smoking, lack of time, past exercise behaviour, and the physical environment. Self-efficacy (a person’s confidence in their ability to perform a certain behaviour) emerged as a strong and consistent correlate of physical activity behaviour, whereby higher levels of self-efficacy were associated with more physical activity. Play is not necessarily perceived in the same way as physical activity (sport, exercise). Therefore, active play may be more inclusive for individuals who have low levels of self-efficacy for such activities, and subsequently, through being active in play, self-efficacy to participate in physical activity per se may increase.

Summary

In summary, active play could be an important tool in the global fight against physical inactivity, and thus aid in the prevention of several non-communicable diseases, including the most common cancers (colorectal, breast, prostate). However, limited literature exists on how to effectively promote active play (that yields sufficient levels of physical activity) so it is sustainable across the life course. The authors of this essay are currently carrying out a multidisciplinary project funded by the Cancer Research UK to design and pilot such an intervention (STEALTH: promoting physical activity across the life course through play). There is a need for research into all areas of active play.
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